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decided to take it apart and clean it. I will show you how you can take your old welder and make

it work like a new one. These machines have been produced for many years, and chances are
you own one, why not pass it on to your kids? I cannot state how easy this is to accomplish. In
fact, the most difficult part in my opinion, is the tedium of removing the screws to access the
internals. Please, do not be afraid to attempt this. I used Mobile-1 Synthetic automotive grease A
Dremel tool with light abrasive polishing bit. Unplug your welder. This is a life and death step.
So make sure your tombstone welder is unplugged, because it's too early to have your own.
Tombstone, that is. There are lots of screws. Mine had an amalgamation of flathead, phillips,
and hex-head screws. I am not sure if they come from the factory like this. I did not take pictures
of every step as far as screw removal goes. All I can tell you is to keep all of the screws in a
container. The front specification plate must be removed. To do this, there are 4 screws in the
front, but you must also remove the selection switch handle White arrow. To do this, simply
remove the flathead screw that is in the fat portion of it. See green arrow. The selector switch is
held in place by 2 screws which are located behind the specification plate. You may have to
bend the holding tabs to get the switch to come out however keep in mind that you WILL have
to bend them back to align the screw holes. Unfortunately, I didn't end up taking picture of the
screws, but it is easily understood when you get the plate off. Once the selector is removed,
take a look at it. Removing the white disc is the first step to disassembling the switch. The white
disc is serrated on the back, and mates with a raised serrated portion of the switch housing
itself. This is how it "locks" into each current setting. My switch was struck quite hard at one
point, and a chunk of the switch housing was broken off. All that must be done is to press the
white disc downward, and to remove the roll pin with a pair of needle-nose pliers. Hold the
assembly together until you can get all of the parts into a parts container. On the back of the
switch you will see the white shaft has a lobe on it. A spring puts pressure on a copper contact
strip which connects various windings of the transformer to the output leads. The shaft and
assembly can be pulled out the back of the switch housing. Be careful not to drop the spring,
because springs love their freedom and tend to make fantastic escapes never to be seen again.
There is probably a secret society of loosed springs that causes all of the earthquakes in
California. I don't know. I'm just saying. Break out your Dremel tool with the soft abrasive
polishing bit. This bit is very useful for cleaning electrical connections. Begin polishing the
copper strip that the shaft goes through. Only two areas need cleaning, the contacts on each
end of the strip. Notice how dirty and pitted they are! All I have is my blackberry so it doesn't do
macros very well. Dirty contacts will result in poor electrical connections. Poor electrical
connections result in higher transformer heat, poorer welds requiring more current, and burned
contacts. Burned contacts cause pitting and poor electrical conduction. It is a negative cycle.
But we are here to fix that. All of the current to the stick flows through these 2 small tabs. That
is how important they are! But do not go overboard. If you polish it too much, you can create
valleys in the tabs and reduce electrical contact. A good rule of thumb is to simply make it shine
and no more. The selector shaft in my welder was bent so I heated it up and straightened it out. I
decided to try to polish the selector shaft with the Dremel-and it worked. I recommend cleaning
it up as mine was very dirty. Now, take a look at the back of the switch housing. You will see
many copper contacts on the back. Each of these contacts is a Heat setting. Current setting
They are very important, as is the copper tab that the copper strip rides on. I recommend also
polishing the plastic spacers between each contact. Mine were dirty, so cleaning them prevents
dirt from being dragged back onto the copper contacts. In my picture only 3 contacts are
cleaned, this is to show you the contrast between a clean contact and the dirty ones. Dirt is a
poor conductor. Also note the copper contactor that needs to be polished. It probably was
useless at anything under amps! How tight are your connections? Loose connections make
more heat, and can cause you to believe your welder is "Worn out". Now is the time to
re-assembly. I always use good synthetic grease. I used Mobile-1 full synthetic general purpose
grease. It's a few dollars more than regular grease, but those dollars are always saved when a
parts lasts longer because you have used a good grease. Even in something like this. Grease
the serrated portion of the white disc, the serration raised portion of the switch housing, the
copper tabs on the switch housing and spacers, the copper strip on both contacts, the copper
contactor on the switch housing, and the shaft itself. To re-assemble, put the shaft through the
inner middle hole of the copper strip, then put the spring on the plastic nub of the shaft, and
thread the assembly through the switch housing. Put the white disc on the shaft on the other
side of the switch, press down, and insert the roll pin. You will have to make sure the
depression on the top of the white disc is aligned with the hole in the shaft that accepts the roll
pin. Slip the pin in and release pressure and your switch is refreshed. Go through the heat
ranges and pay attention to the copper strip. It should be centered on each contact. Mine
wasn't. My tab was slightly off center, probably due to wear, probably because nobody had ever
lubricated the switch. To get the copper strip centered, I have to jiggle the selector a little when I

change heat settings. Yours may not be as worn as mine. It can use some lubrication. Mine
didn't want to stay "on", which was partly an alignment issue. You can get it at Wal-Mart. All you
can really do is lube the switch up. But, this is all that was required to make mine work like new.
Click it on and off a few times and observe closely the movement and workings of the switch.
The green and black arrows indicate lubrication points, but I am sure I missed one. Look for
yourself and add a few drops of oil into each spot. My switch works like new, now. Before you
plug it in and enjoy your welder, do yourself a favor and go through the current ranges from
least to most several times to evenly distribute the grease. I was not shy with my grease, I never
am. Usually, it is OK to have too much, and not OK to have too little. This is not always the case,
though. Because your welder has been broken in, it is likely to connect better now, and switch
better now, than a brand-new unit. Your welder will run cooler and might just operate more
efficiently at a lower heat setting. It is worth it to take a half hour or so and give a little TLC to
your old workhorse that has served you so well all these years. Even a brand new unit probably
has been under lubricated with low end grease and could use some good synthetic grease. I'm
a little obsessive when it comes to that, that's just me. Thanks for reading! Question 2 years ago
on Step 1. NEVER use grease! When it gets hot, it will be at or near a liquid state and may end
up leading to shorts or arcing. It also attracts dust and grime. Use dry graphite instead. Thank
you! I've had my Lincoln buzz box since , it never failed until yesterday. I followed your lead,
removed a very large mouse nest, but my welder is now responding like the day I bought it.
Great post, don't lnow the age of yours. Mine looks exactly the same. I was given the same
welder for free. It looks brand new but does not seem to work. It gets voltage thru the cord but
does not turn on. Is there a fuse inside? Any idea on what it could be? Reply 5 years ago. Does
not turn on, like the fan does not come on, or there is no output out of the leads? There is no
fuse that I am aware of, just the havy duty power switch. I would make sure you have voltage
coming out of the switch. My guess it is one of the electrical unions has come loose. No power
situations are easy to diagnose. Please remember to unplug it before working on it! I grew up in
Germany, where standard wall current is VAC. It bit me a couple times, mainly because of my
own carelessness, but it didn't grab me like described here. Getting juiced by anything isn't
probably good for you, and the advice to unplug and ground out any appliance or mechanism
before working on it, is sound advice. Especially anything that might have a high-potential
capacitor in the circuit, somewhere, those things can put a charge in you, if you're not careful.
Get the whole thing under a nice bright light, are the pins clean, pitted, corroded, are they
seated in the socket head properly, do they wiggle, how about the rest of the cord behind the
plug head, any cracks, insulation peeling off, visible kinks or bends, bubbles, cuts, or burn
spots, anything that looks like it might be broken under the outer casing, and, test for
continuity. With a welder, you're dealing with slag spatter, and while these things are built a
little on the heavy side, slag has just been at about 5, degrees or whatever the arc temperature
is, and if it's an older machine that's seen a lot of service, cord replacement might not be a bad
first step. As for the insides of one of these things, I kind of want to lean toward handing that
work off to a certified professional. I guess I could probably do some of it myself, but I'd want
the rebuild book and a parts kit and preferably some adult supervision there to help me along
I'm getting a Lincoln, today. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. I was in Germany myself and got
tickled with volts, it is at 50 hertz there. Here it is at 60 hertz, and it will GRAB you! I can attest to
that. That mere 10 hertz in frequency makes a BIG difference in how it acts. Just to pass on
some info, that's a cracker Jack or cracker box welder. I'm including a picture of a tombstone
welder. I drove 3 hours once to buy a welder that the guy swore was a tombstone The difference
is like having a s and a Cummins one ton dually. I have a question about greasing the copper
contacts. This must have worked out fine for you, so I'm asking just for my understanding.
Wouldn't the coat of grease insulate flow of electricity between the copper contact plates? I see
the seam where they meet but am unsure if indeed to remove screws from the sides at all or is it
just front face screws that come out and the face cover not the instructions plate comes off
leaving the sides and back in place. Quick tip: After the contacts are all burnished and dusted
off, a light coating of OX-GARD anti-oxidation compound on the contacts and selector will keep
it fresh. A small tube is cheap. I would like to give my thanks too. I was given a fairly old welder
and wanted to put it to use. Its a bit different than yours small flat steel connectors to the
selector instead of wires but enough to help me on the way. Reply 6 years ago on Introduction.
You are welcome! It makes me glad to know that people are helped by this. Remember to polish
those flat connectors where they are screwed down, both sides, for optimal conductivity. Thank
you so much for posting this. I acquired a welder that has not been used for years and has been
stored in a place that was not the most waterproof. Your instructions just may get me up and
running! It a transformer based machine and as long as it unplugged from line AC mains there
is no shock hazard. Even though it is unplugged is there still a chance it could shock me?

Anything inside that I could get shocked with? This instructional works! I revamped mine with
following this page and no cash. It now runs like brand new! Thanks alot! By tundrawolf Follow.
More by the author:. I am 6'1" and when he stands on his back legs, he can put his paws on my
shoulders and we are eye to eye. He weighs more than I do, to, at lbs. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! KennethP72 Question 2 years ago on Step 1. Answer
Upvote. JoeF4 2 years ago. Reply Upvote. RussellF4 5 years ago. AlW1 6 years ago on
Introduction. Geordi 6 years ago on Introduction. Thanks again. Bobdeham 7 years ago on
Introduction. We have over 40 years of experience with welding equipment and welding
supplies. We can help with hard-to-find parts for vintage welders, including Lincoln SA welder
parts and repair parts for Continental Engine Drives. We also offer upgrades to your welders as
well as replacement MIG guns, plasma cutters, and spool guns. You can see that as the solid
wire enters the "arc", immediately a large ball of molten metal forms on the end of the wire.
When the ball reaches a mass that can no longer be supported on the end of the wire- it simply
falls into the weld puddle, guided by gravity and the current flow of the welding arc. This
process is used in very high speed production welding where the arc length can be held
constant, therefore very little splatter is produced. Weldmart now has new Lincoln hoods and
doors in carbon steel. Call for information about lead times and pricing. Our online store
contains only a fraction of our stock. If you don't find the welding machine parts or items you
need, simply contact us. No returns will be accepted on special orders. Reproduction in any
form is prohibited without prior written permission. Product names are registered trademarks
and property of Miller Electric Mfg. Other brand and product names are the property of their
respective companies. All references to named machines, torches, other products, and part
numbers are provided for the convenience of our customers only and do not imply any
affiliation with or endorsement by these companies. Quick Links. See also: Operator's Manual.
Table of Contents. Safety Depends on You. And, most. World's Leader in Welding and Cutting
Products. Premier Manufacturer of Industrial Motors. Cleveland, Ohio U. TEL: Single phase,
constant voltage dc arc welding power source and semiautomatic wire feeder 37 pages.
However, your overall safety can be increased by proper installation Clair Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio Page 3 6. Install equipment in accordance with the U. Ground the equipment in accordance
with the U. To avoid scalding, do not remove the radiator pressure cap when the engine is hot.
E-5 Troubleshooting and Repair F-2 Troubleshooting Guide F-3 Oscilloscope Waveforms F-9
Replacement Procedures F Retest After Repair F Electrical Diagrams Page 7 Tilting A-3 Output
Connections A-3 Work Clamp Installation A-3 Work Cable Installation A-3 Gun Installation A-4
Gas Connection A-4 Input Connections A-6 Requirements For Rated Output A-6 Requirements
For Maximum Output A location that minimizes the amount of smoke and dirt drawn into the
rear louvers reduces the chance of dirt accumulation that can block air passages and cause
overheating. Make certain the gas hose is not kinked or twisted. Page General Description
Shielding Gas B-5 Making a Weld B-5 Cleaning Tip and Nozzle B-6 Welding With Innershield B-6
Overload Protection B-6 Output Overload B-6 Thermal Protection B-6 Wire Feed Overload
Protection B-6 Section B SP Page Operation Read entire operation section before operating the
SP Observe all safety information throughout this manual. Insulate yourself from work and
ground. Page General Description Lincoln Innershield. Easy to change polarity. It is capable of
higher duty cycles at lower output currents. The sizes are stenciled on the drive roll. Page
Shielding Gas Replace contact tip and gas nozzle. Refer to Figure B The SP is now ready to
weld. Page Overload Protection The circuit breaker must be manually reset. If the duty cycle is
exceeded, a thermal protector will shut off the output until the machine cools to a normal
operating temperature. Section C Accessories C-1 Replacement Parts C-1 SP Also included is a
spool of 0. D-1 Component Replacement Procedures D-2 Changing The Contact Tip D-2
Changing Drive Roll D-2 Replace Liner D-3 Location of Components D-4 Section D SP Page
Component Replacement Procedures 4. Replace gas nozzle. Page 28 9. Screw the gas diffuser
onto the end of the gun tube and securely tighten. Replace the contact tip and nozzle. Page
Theory Of Operation E-3 SCR Operation E-4 Thermal Protection E-5 SP The input power is
connected to the fan motor, control board and main transformer through a line switch located
on the front panel. Page Trigger, Gas Solenoid And Wire Drive The control board varies and
controls power to the drive motor, which, in turn, controls the speed of the wire drive. The SP
also has an automatic protection circuit which protects the wire drive motor from excessive
motor over If the gate firing occurs later in the cycle, the conduction time is less, resulting in
lower SCR output. Page Thermal Protection 15 minute period. If the fan is not turning or the air
intake louvers are obstructed then the input power must be removed and the fan problem or air
obstruction must be cor- rected. SP operating temperatures. F Wire Drive Assembly Removal F
Section F SP Unauthorized repairs performed on this equipment may result in danger to the
technician and machine operator and will invalidate your factory warranty. For your safety and

to avoid Electrical Shock, please observe all safety notes and precautions detailed throughout
this manual. Page Pc Board Troubleshooting Procedures 6. Always indicate that this procedure
was followed when warranty reports are to be submitted. Check for VAC at input to fan motor
leads 31 to Page 41 1. Remove main power supply to SP With gun trigger pulled, check for
continuity zero ohms from 8J2 lead to 9J2 lead at harness plug. If zero ohms is indicated, then
trigger circuit is OK. Page 42 If leads are OK, replace fan motor. See Figure F. With gun trigger
pulled check for continuity zero ohms from 8J2 lead to 9J2 lead at harness plug. If zero ohms is
indicated then trig- ger circuit is OK. Page Feeding Problems If the resis- tance is below , ohms,
replace the drive motor. Check the wire speed control potentiometer and associated wires , and
for loose or broken connections. The control board may be faulty. Page Normal Open Circuit
Voltage Waveform 10 volts and that each hor- izontal division represents 20 milliseconds in
time. Note: Scope probes connected at machine output ter- minals. DC Trigger Internal F volts
SP Page Abnormal Open Circuit Voltage Waveform 10 volts and that each hor- izontal division
represents 20 milliseconds in time. Page 49 Remove the two Phillips head screws holding the
motor to the bracket. Remove the motor. Page Wire Drive Assembly Removal 2. To remove the
Connector Block, cut the heads off of the two fastener buttons. Page Retest After Repair vac
Dependent on arc voltage control setting min. G-2 SP Wiring Diagram codes below G-6 Machine
Schematic codes and above G-8 Machine Schematic below code PC Board repairs will
invalidate your factory warranty. This Printed Circuit Board schematic is provided for reference
only. This diagram is intended to provide general information regarding PC board function. This
information is provided for reference only. Lincoln Electric discourages board level
troubleshooting and repair since it may compromise the quality of the design and may result in
danger to the Machine Operator or Technician. Page Electrical Diagrams 5 3 9 3 5 V 3. Clair Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio FAX Print page 1 Print document 62 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Get more
detailed information on certain parts below, or shop for these and many other parts in our
online store. We will be happy to discuss parts selection with you in an attempt to help you
select the correct parts. However, the customer is responsible for the selection of the correct
parts. For some electronic parts, we cannot accept returns if the package is opened. More Info -Shop Now. Reproduction in any form is prohibited without prior written permission. Product
names are registered trademarks and property of Miller Electric Mfg. Other brand and product
names are the property of their respective companies. All references to named machines,
torches, other products, and part numbers are provided for the convenience of our customers
only and do not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by these companies. Cooling System
Parts Shop Now. Governors More Info -- Shop Now. Rheostats More Info -- Shop Now. Gaskets
Shop Now. Field Shunt Coils More Info. Gauges Shop Now. Hardware and Brackets Shop Now.
Mufflers More Info. Armatures More Info. Armature Bearings Shop Now. Stator Housings - Call
for pricing and availability More Info. Continental Manifolds More Info. Radiators More Info.
Engine Starters More Info. Remember Me? Advanced Search. Results 1 to 9 of 9. Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. I've been using it for a while but I noticed I'm missing some amperage
settings. I've been in the welder previously to clean the sand out of it. While I was in it I
polished, cleaned and greased the amperage selector contacts with red high temp grease and I
also replaced the faulty switch. I'd like to get my hands on a proper wiring diagram for it if
anyone has one. It would be much appreciated. I'm not sure if the specific model makes a
difference but I will add it below. Thank you in advance. Most Lincoln owners manuals have a
rudimentary wiring diagram included. I'd have to be weird,To grow me a beard,Just to see what
the rednecks would do. The code is - I've downloaded all of the manuals from Lincoln and
haven't seen any sort of wiring Diagram for the welder. Or try this link. Lincoln can provide one
if you can give them the code number. My welder didn't have a diagram inside of it. I was able to
figure out the problem without it though. The small silver center contact point on the transfer
arm of the amperage selector switch was less than paper thin. So I bought a new amperage
selector switch. I've labeled the various current conductors and I'll be replacing the amperage
selector switch once it comes in. I'll probably reach out to Lincoln and ask for a wiring diagram
during the week. I may post it here since I haven't seen anyone else post it on the forum
previously. Attached Images M You all have been extremely helpful. Oldendum, I thought there
should be one on the inside of the case, and it looks it was there previously; however, it's not
there now. I believe someone probably damaged it when they replaced the leads prior to my
possession of the welder. Thank you all again. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights
reserved. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Safety Depends on You. Lincoln arc welding and
cutting equipment. DO NOT. And, most importantly,. TEL: La seguridad depende de usted. El
equipo de soldadura por arco y corte de. Sin embargo, la. However, your overall safety can be
increased by proper installation Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio Wear dry, hole-free gloves to

insulate hands. Welding may produce fumes and gases haz- ardous to health. Avoid breathing
these fumes and gases. When welding, keep your head out of the fume. Page 5 The code
number is especially important when identifying the correct replacement parts. Section A
Technical Specifications A-1 Identify and Locate Components A-2 Select Suitable Location A-3
Output Connections A-3 Input Connections A-6 Code Requirements Section B Safety
Precautions B-1 General Description B-1 Design Features B-1 Welding Capability B-2
Limitations B-2 Controls and Settings A location that minimizes the amount of smoke and dirt
drawn into the rear louvers reduces the chance of dirt accumulation that can block air passages
and cause overheating. Make certain the gas hose is not kinked or twisted. The Pro-MIG has a
power input cable located on the rear of the machine. The Pro-MIG is a rugged and reliable
machine that has been designed for dependable service and long life. It is capable of higher
output currents at lower duty cycles. The welder is shipped from the factory ready to feed 8"
mm diameter spools with 2. These spools fit on a 2" 51 mm diameter Refer to Figure B. Remove
gas nozzle and con- tact tip from end of gun. Straighten the gun cable assembly. Depress the
gun trigger switch and feed welding wire through the gun and cable. To operate the Pro-MIG
with other sizes of wire, it is necessary to change the appropriate contact tip, diffuser, nozzle
and change the drive roll over to other sizes. Page Accessories Handle height is easily
adjustable. Bottom tray provided for tools and accessories. Easy assembly required; takes less
than 15 minutes. Do not attempt to perform service in the power source fixed side of the
Pro-MIG Take the unit to an authorized Lincoln Service Center if you experience problems. NO
maintenance is required. Page Gun And Cable Maintenance Tighten the locking nut so as to
maintain the proper relationship between the gun tube and the cable connector. Replace the
gun handle, trigger and dif- fuser. Replace the gas nozzle or gasless nozzle. Pro-MIG Page
Component Replacement Procedures Make certain the set screw is located on the flat portion of
the shaft and tighten. Unauthorized repairs performed on this equipment may result in danger to
the technician and machine operator and will invalidate your factory warranty. For your safety
and to avoid Electrical Shock, please observe all safety notes and precautions detailed
throughout this manual. Page 27 2. Check for obstructions in air flow. Check Gun Trigger
connec- tions. See Installation section. Gun trigger may be faulty. Page 28 1. Check gas supply,
flow regulator and gas hoses. Check gun connection to machine for obstruction or leaky seals.
Page 29 6. Check gun for damage or breaks. Check for proper drive roll orien- tation and
alignment. Check liner for proper size. It may not be accurate for all machines covered by this
manual. The specific diagram for a particular code is pasted inside the machine on one of the
enclosure panels. Lea y entienda los siguientes mensajes de seguridad. Quitar todas las cosas
que presenten riesgo de incendio del lugar de soldadura. Si esto no es posible, cubrirlas para
impedir que las chispas de la soldadura inicien un incendio. La soldadura puede producir
humos y gases peligrosos para la salud. No respirarlos. Durante la soldadura, mantener la
cabeza aleja- da de los humos. A-1 Identifique y establezca los componentes A-3 Conexiones
De la Salida A-3 Conexiones De la Entrada A-6 Cifre Los Requisitos B-1 Capacidad De la
Soldadura Retire las sigientes partes sueltas de la caja ver Figuras A. Page 39 Cuando esten
utilizando el proceso de GMAW, es necesario obtener un cilindro de gas protector. Asegdrese
de que la manguera de gas no este machucada o doblada. Page 45 Reinstale la punta de
contacto y la tobera de gas. Page 46 Pro-MIG Consulte la Tabla B. Page Accesorios Su
ensamble es sencillo y requiere menos de 15 minutos. Estuche de regular de gas y manguera K
ajustable de lujo - trabaja con cilindros de CO 2 o de gas mezclado. Replacer la buse de gaz ou
la buse sans gaz. Ver Figura D. Page 55 Lincoln local del servicio de campo. El disparador del
arma puede ser culpable. Page 57 2. Page 58 8. Page 65 Keep your head out of fumes. Turn
power off before servicing. Use ventilation or exhaust to remove fumes from breathing zone.
Print page 1 Print document 66 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I was at a friends new farmstead
waiting for them to show back up and a ac welder was left there. Unsubscribe from joes shop.
Lincoln welder ac parts list. I spotted some rods and some other rod i couldnt find a designation
for. Bw parts views. Parts page listings can be found at service navigator. We stock thousands
of replacement parts for lincoln welding machines including lincoln gas welder parts mig parts
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